AJP PR5
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An unknown quantity to most NZ trail riders, AJP’s
79,_[YLTLVɈLYZO\NLIHUNMVY`V\YI\JR

T

he AJP motorcycle brand has been in NZ for a few
years now with its small capacity entry-level dirt
bikes. However in Europe they have been manufacturing bikes from their home country in Portugal for 25
years. Yes, that’s right, just like KTM, Aprilia, BMW and
MV Agusta, this is a European brand and just like those
other brands it out-sources some parts from Asia. With
several Portuguese national championships to its brand
name, AJP machinery is worthy of serious consideration.
AJP’s New Zealand importer has recently added a
couple of full-sized machines to their line up, and so it was
with great interest that I took an AJP PR5 250 Extreme to
the Parakai trail ride for a test ride, which was followed up
a week later with another blast in Woodhill forest, north of
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Auckland. Both rides were on sand-based terrain, but one
is tight trees and the other open farm land.
I parked up in the pits at Parakai and, almost immediately, several riders came over for a look at the AJP. The 250
,_[YLTLPZHZ[YPRPUNSVVRPUNTHJOPUL^P[ONVVKÄ[HUK
ÄUPZO/V^L]LYTVZ[HZZ\TLKP[^HZ*OPULZLHUK^HU[LK
to know how much it cost and what it went like? All said
they thought it looked cool. So, to cut to the chase, it is a
bargain at $9995.00 and it goes fantastically well.
Looking closely at the AJP, it is an interesting design
mix. It has a solid-looking triangular alloy frame mid-section bolted to a tubular steel front steering head and lower
under-engine frame, while out back it has a bolt on steel
sub-frame. The fuel is carried in an opaque plastic tank

With several Portuguese
national championships
to its brand name, AJP
machinery is worthy of
serious consideration

(great because you can check the fuel
level at a glance) where the air-box
would normally sit, and is pumped
from there up to the throttle body
which squirts the fuel into the liquid
cooled, 249cc, electric start, sixspeed motor. The battery, air-box and
some electrics are where the fuel tank
would normally be.
The PS5 Extreme model comes
Ä[[LKHZZ[HUKHYK^P[OZVTLX\HSP[`
kit and bling, which is surprising
considering the excellent purchase
price. It comes with a Dorma exhaust,

high-end Marzocchi forks, a Sachs
shock, Reikon bars and clutch assembly, steel braided brake lines, Polisport plastic hand guards and Michelin
tyres. The bike also comes with goodsized radiators with an electric fan,
^H]LIH[Å`Z[`SL.HSMLYKPZJIYHRLZ
an O-ring chain plus excellent looking,
very grippy alloy foot pegs. AJP has
clearly put real thought into this bike’s
performance, reliability and looks.
Out on the open trail, with lots of
natural jumps, it didn’t take long to be
impressed with the bike. Power from
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the liquid-cooled 250 is pretty decent
and up there with all other similar 250
four-strokes. The torquey delivery
is smooth and linear making for
manageable performance. The revs
do need to be kept up for the PS5 to
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really get a wriggle on. But keep the
revs high and, even on open terrain,
it could pass a few 450cc machines
if you stayed on it and they didn’t.
While top end power isn’t in the same
league as a few of the ultra-high rev-

ving 250c four-strokes it is still a solid
performer and a much easier bike to
ride for the majority.
While doing some very slow riding
MVYWOV[VZP[KPKÅHTLV\[VJJHZPVUally from idle, which was annoying

but most people aren’t going to be
riding in this extremely low rev zone
that often. At the Woodhill trail ride,
the going was tighter. Here the engine
felt stronger, pulling well between the
trees and the handling really suited

the conditions. My brother-in-law,
.SLUU[VVR[OL(17MVYHISHZ[PU[OL
trees – the word is, before the dawn of
time, he was an Auckland MX champ
and is now virtually a VMX living
legend (he told me) – and he thought

the AJP was great; the best 250cc
four-stroke he had ridden in those
conditions.
The things which impressed me
most were the handling and suspension. At 115kg dry, the bike is
KIWI RIDER
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ERGONOMICS
.YLH[MYLLKVTVMTV]LTLU[HUKZPaLK
to suit the majority of riders.

ENGINE
Solid performing liquid-cooled 250cc fourstroke with a manageable power delivery.
*VTLZ^P[OLSLJ[YPJZ[HY[ZP_ZWLLKNLHYIV_
decent-sized radiators and a cooling fan.

SUSPENSION
.YLH[YLHS^VYSKHJ[PVUMVYTVZ[YPKLYZH[[OL
front and rear courtesy of the Marzocchi forks
and the Sachs shock.
BRAKES
+LJLU[S`ZPaLKTTMYVU[.HSMLY^H]L
discs and braided lines give good braking
performance in most conditions.
EXHAUST
Quality and performance from a Dorma
ZPSLUJLYT\ɊLY
LOOKS
.YLH[SVVRPUNTHJOPUL^P[OH^OVSLSV[VM
performance bling but at a budget price.

Keen price; good handling and suspension; great looks.
6JJHZPVUHSS`ÅHTLZV\[H[SV^YWT"
JVTWVULU[Ä[PZ[PNO[WPWLY\IZVU
fame); some riders feel fuel cap at
back of seat.

ADDRESS 70 Kurupae, Taupo 3330
TELEPHONE 07 9855 112 MOBILE 021 514 775
EMAIL motosr@Gmail.com
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SPECIFICATIONS
AJP PR5 250 Enduro Extreme
ENGINE
Type:
Bore x stroke:
Power:
Torque:
*S\[JO[`WL!
Starter system:
Fuel system:
Transmission:
CHASSIS
Frame:

Swingarm:
Suspension:

)YHRLZ! 




Wheels:
Tyres:

249cc, liquid-cooled, 4v,
single cylinder four-stroke
77.0 x 53.6mm
20.2kW @ 8000rpm
23Nm @ 7000rpm
^L[T\S[PWSH[L
Electric and kick-start
Delphi fuel injection
Six-speed, chain

Aluminium mid-frame with
steel front frame.
Steel subframe
Aluminium
Marzocchi 48mm USD
forks, compression and
rebound damping front,
300mm travel. Sachs
shock with rising rate
linkage, spring preload,
compression and rebound
damping, 300mm travel
TT.HSMLY^H]LKPZJ
two piston caliper front;
TT.HSMLY^H]LKPZJ
single piston caliper rear
Aluminium rims, spoked
90/90-21 Michelin Six Days
front; 120/80-18 Michelin
Six Days rear

DIMENSIONS
Seat height:
950mm
Dry weight:
115kg
Fuel capacity:
7.5 litres
Price:
$9995
Warranty:
6 months parts and labour
*VU[HJ[! (175L^ALHSHUK
Email:
miker@triumph.co.nz or
your local dealer – see AJP
advert on p116.

not light, however because the fuel
(weight) is moved back and down
considerably the PR5 has the feel of
a much lighter machine. AJP has the
geometry right too because it steers
very well with an excellent planted
turn-in feel. The bike will nail tighter
turns with the aplomb of a substantially more expensive machine and rail
the open ones in a pretty convincing
THUULY[VV*VU[YPI\[PUN[V[OLNYLH[
handling is an ergonomic package
that feels right; it’s slim and narrow
so is easy to get forward for turns.
The seat is comfortable and wellshaped too.
However, the balance is slightly
VɈPU[OH[P[YPKLZHSP[[SL[VVOPNOPU
the rear. I did get used to the feeling
pretty quickly and it posed no real
problems. All else was very, very
good. I liked the Reikon fat-wall bars
and their relationship to the seat and
the excellent foot pegs. All controls
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worked well with a decent feel.
The highly spec’d Marzocchi USD
forks are adjustable for compression
and rebound damping. They’re
extremely plush in their action and
pretty bottom-resistant - even with
my 100kg riding weight. Personally
0»KHKKZ[PɈLYZWYPUNZHUK[OLU0[OPUR
the forks would be brilliant for general
VɈYVHKYPKPUN;OL:HJOZZOVJR
works through a progressive linkage
and is adjustable for compression and
rebound damping, as well as spring
preload. The action is plush but slightS`ÄYTLY[OHU[OLMVYRZ;OLYLPZUV
doubt this bike punches well above its
weight with regard to the suspension
and handling.
The brakes are pretty good courtesy
VM[OL[VWX\HSP[`.HSMLY>H]LKPZJZ
The 260mm front rotor is like an
V]LYZPaLKP[LTI\[Ä[[LKHZZ[HUKHYKPUHIH[Å`Z[`SLHUKWYV]PKLZ
decent stopping power. The 220mm

Woodhill Forest, Molloy Road entrance (off Rimmer Road) SH16, Helensville

disc rear works very well too. Both
ends have great feel and outright
stopping power is not much behind
the class-leading Brembo’s mounted
on some other Euro brands.
Overall this is a really great bike.
As an unknown brand to me, I didn’t
expect it to be this good or that it
could be a match for similar Japanese
models too. But in some ways it is
actually better, particularly when you
[HRLPU[VHJJV\U[[OLWYPJLKPɈLYLUtial. Trail riders, farmers and non-elite
VɈYVHKYHJLYZUV^OH]LHUV[OLY
genuinely valid choice in the 250cc
four-stroke market.

Fire extinguishers
compulsory

THE ULTIMATE OFFROAD MOTORCYCLE PLAYGROUND
Open 9–5 Wed to Sunday
Trails groomed weekly
Family passes available
Tracks suitable for all levels

Parts & Accessories on-site

Hire Bikes Available
BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL

For more info Ph: 09 420 8879. Web: www.thesandpit.co.nz
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QUICK QUOTE
AJP PR5 250 Extreme $9995
Monthly premium: $1950
Excess: $500
Fire and Theft premium
quoted. A range of other
cover options are available
to suit your needs.

N.Z. distributor: Blue Shark Ltd,
PO Box 136, Wanaka Ph: + 64 3 443 8414
www.mountainbikes.co.nz

